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THE use of gas for heat and power has rapidly increased in 
recent years. This is partly due to a reduction in the price of 
gas and to improvement in the service rendered by gas companies, 
and partly to the improvement of gas appliances in the direction 
of greater convenience and efficiency and to the invention of new 
appliances for the accomplishment of many results in new ways. 
With more than 1,3oo gas companies in the country, with a 
combined capital of $I,OOO,OOO, OO and annual sales of 
$200,000,000, it is one of the most important of the industries. 
I .  T I IE  USE OF GAS FOR HEAT AND POWER. 
Coal Gas. 
The first recorded suggestion of the use of gas for fuel was 
in the patent taken out in England in 18o 5 by F. A. Winsor for 
a process Of " extracting inflammable a i r"  from coal. The 
product was to be applied to heating a~ well as to lighting; 
bttt in spite of his great enthusiasm, Winsor was not successful 
in bringing about the utilization of gas for fuel, and little was 
done along this line until about I825, when the first gas cooker 
was invented. From that time until about 188o development 
was very slow. 
One important invention, however, was that of Delbruck, 
who placed one tube inside another, using one for the gas and 
the other for the passage of the air, mixing the two at the point 
of ignition. 
What are usually called bunsen burners in connection with 
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gas stoves are a modification of bunsen burners, invented by 
Thomas Fletcher of England. The true bunsen consists simply 
of the familiar open tube of the laboratory with the gas nozzle 
and air ports at the base. Fletcher was the first to use a cap to 
diffuse the flame and reduce its liability to flash back. 
The last thirty years have witnessed a wonderful develop- 
ment of every kind of heating appliance, and the most modern 
gas lighting units make use of the gas for heating solid mater- 
ials to incandescence instead of deriving the light from the 
luminosity of the flame itself. 
Acetylene Gas. 
Although acetylene gas was discovered in 1836 it was not 
until 1892 that its commercial development was made possible 
by Willson, who, discovered a method of producing calcium car- 
bide in large quantities. The applica, tion of acetylene to heating 
and power has been very recent indeed, and the use of acetylene 
and oxygen in the blow pipe has produced almost the highest 
temperature known to chemistry--a temperature approximating 
that of the electric arc, probably above 6,ooo ° Fahrenheit. 
Through this means welding has been successfully accom- 
plished and several other important industrial applications have 
been found. Large steel bridge girders can thus be cut apart 
with ease. There seems to be a great field open for the oxy- 
acetylene flame. 
Natural Gas. 
The first use of natural gas  in this country was probably 
in Fredonia, New York, in 1821, and before long it was being 
used in rare instances for heating purposes. In 1859 , Drake 
drilled ,the first oil well, and, as natural gas was found in 
abundance, its use was greatly increased. At first it was only 
used near the wells, but from time to time some enterprising 
individuals would run pipes from nearby wells to their  homes 
and villages. 
At first it was used in the coal or wood sto~ces for cooking and 
heating and at the wells for power by piping i,t directly to the 
cylinders of steam engines and using its expansive force as a 
substitute for  steam. 
The waste of gas for many years was very great, no interest 
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being taken in making economical appliances, or even in turning 
the gas off when not wanted. 
The first company formed exclusively for the distribution of 
natural gas was in 1872 in Titusville, Pennsylvania, since which 
time its use has become quite extended. 
As a fuel, natural gas is burned in almost exactly the same 
way and with almost the same appliances as manufactured gas. 
I.t may be used in the ordinary gas range, hot plate, water heater, 
or other gas burning appliances, the only change necessary being 
that because of the higher pressure the gas orifices should be 
smaller, and because of the higher heating value less gas is 
necessary to produce the same results. Furthermore, the appli- 
cation of natural gas to coal burning installations of all kinds is 
very simple and, as a rule, very effidient. 
The growth of the business in the last thirty years is shown 
by these figures from the United States Geological Survey, repre- 
senting the approximate value of natural gas produced in the 
United States : 
In  1882 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 215,ooo 
In  1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14,87o,714 
In  19o2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30,867,863 
In  19o9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  63,2o6,941 
Producer Gas. 
Producer gas, the gas made from cheap fuels, using oxygen 
f rom the air to produce Carbon monoxide, has come into. prom- 
inence within the last twelve years. Although only a few scat- 
tered installations are reported as having been made in the 
United States prior to. 19oo, there are now probably two. hun- 
dred or more plants together having an output of over 5o,ooo 
horse-power. 
The two principal types of gas producers are the suction 
plant, used for small units below 300 horse-power capacity, and 
the pressure plant used for larger outputs. The suctio.n plant 
receives its name from the fact that the engine develops its 
charge of gas in the producer by means of its own suction stroke. 
The pressure plant develops its gas under a slight pressure due 
to the introduction of an air and steam blast, and the gas is 
stored in a holder until it is required by the engine. 
In Europe producer gas has been applied much more gener- 
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ally than in this country, but it is fast working its way into. the 
industries here, such as glass furnaces, brick, pottery and terra- 
cotta kilns, lime and cement kilns, sugar-house char-kilns, silver 
chlorination and o.re-roasting furnaces, etc. Although its use is 
accompanied by some dangers and disadvantages, the facts that 
it is the cheapest gas made per unit of heat and contains more 
o.f the energy originally in the coal than any other, and that it 
is possible to use very poor fuel in its production, make it a very 
economical gas when properly applied. 
Conditions [or Good Combustion. 
One of the principal points to consider in the construction 
of heating appliances is the combustion of the gas. Efficiency, 
maintenance and many other important i ems are largely depend- 
ent on this feature. Some of the conditions for good combustion 
are : 
(a) Complete and equal combustion of the gas must be had 
over every part of the burner and from every opening in the 
burner. 
(b) Good mixing of air and gas, and equal proportion of 
primary air in all parts of the burner, are essential. 
,(c) There must be plenty of secondary air in the proximity 
of the burners, so that the flames will not be smothered, and 
good draft through the appliance to carry away the products of 
combustion. 
(d) Flames should not impinge on cold surfaces in such a 
way as to cause incomplete combustion and so waste the heat 
and perhaps produce carbon monoxide. 
(e) In those appliances where an adjustable air shutter is 
used, this shutter should be easily adjustable and yet should 
remain as adjusted. In those appliances that have a fixed air 
supply, the spuds should be readily accessible. 
Each different form of appliance offers problems of its own, 
but the observance of these general conditions is important. 
Development o[ Gas Cooking. 
In the patent taken out by Mr. Winsor in i8o5 for the 
manufacture of coal gas, we find the first recorded suggestion 
of the use of gas for cooking. But the actual utilization of gas 
for cooking was much later. Our earliest knowledge of a gas 
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stove is to be obtained from a magazine of the year 1825 which 
described it as a piece of " gas apparatus for cooking by enclos- 
ing the circle of gas flames with its reflecting cone in a cylinder 
of tin, from the top of which a pipe takes off the burnt air." 
A drawing o.f the burner was also. given and the writer adds: 
"A  hot-plate has been heated by the gas, and it has also been 
employed to heat an oven. It canno* be: expected to 
succeed, however, except in the hands of persons whose scientific 
knowledge nables them to employ it with safety." 
For a number of years there seems to, have been little done 
in the way of actual triM, although the geniuses of the time 
were thinking about it and taking out patents. It is unlikely 
that we shall ever know who was the first user o.f gas for cook- 
ing; all we know definitely about the subject being that James 
Sharp, of Northamp¢on, England, demonstrated the availability 
of gas cooking in his own house about 183o or 1832, and a .year 
or two later John Barlow, of Islington, London, had an apparatus 
for roasting, boiling and steaming in the kitchen of his. house. 
This consisted of a tin oven, around the four sides of which, 
inside near the bottom, ran a gas pipe, fitted with small burners 
about an inch apart; on a stand alongside the .oven were two or 
three rings of piping with burners, and over these were placed 
the boilers and saucepans. 
After this, inventions for cooking by ga.s became more 
numerous, although the gas range at first gained very slowly 
in popularity. 
In 185o James Sharp, then of Southampton, delivered a lec- 
ture entitled " Gastronomy," in the course o4 which he roasted 
before the audience thirty-four pounds of beef, fifteen pounds 
o,f mutton, and twelve pounds of pork, and boiled and steamed 
twenty-four pounds of mutton and codfish, four fowls, eight 
plum-puddings, vegetables, etc., and baked pies and tarts, the 
whole being done with the expenditure of 156 feet o.f gas. 
In the following year (1851) Alexander Graham, a well- 
known ho~el proprietor of Glasgow, exhibited in the great Ex- 
position in London a gas cooking oven, which was fitted with 
luminous jets inside. Mr .  Graham made and sold a limited 
number of cookers for hotels and restaurants, but so far the use 
of gas ovens for domestic purposes was practically unknown. 
A stove used in Philadelphia prior to, 186o is still in existence 
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and forms part of the exhibition upstairs in co.nneetion with this 
Centenary. It has a peculiar boiling burner which consists of a 
piece of ~ inch pipe bent upwards into. a sheet iron truncated 
cone, containing a perforated baffle plate of the same material. 
The upper end of the cone contained a fine wire screen covered 
with about ~ inch of fine gravel. 
From this time on until about 188o, the history of the use 
of gas for cooking was an exceedingly slow development. In 
186o, the Cincinnati Gazette said: "At  present about IOO fami- 
lies are cooking with different kinds of gas stoves." 
The development has taken a faster pace in recent years and 
thus has brought us to the present state o,f efficiency and con- 
venience. The gas cooking range of to-day is distinguished by 
the following features: The flow of the hot products of com- 
bustion from the oven burners is so directed that the food is 
evenly cooked top and bot~tom in any part of the oven; air space 
insulation of the oven walls prevents the loss by radiation of an 
undue quantity of heat; adjustable air mixers on all burners 
permit of the complete limination of soot; the boiling burners 
are so set that the placing o.f vessels over .them does not smother 
the flames, or cause incomplete combustion; the boiling burners 
and  their fixtures are easily removed by the cook for purposes of 
• cleaning and are put in place again with equal ease., and all details 
are aimed to combine efficiency and co,nvenience. 
Tests of the relative heat efficiency of gas ranges have been 
made, but such tests have not been sufficiently standardized so 
that numerical statements can easily be made. Further tests are 
desirable, and: if greater attention is given to, the question of 
efficiency and economy, it is probable that considerable further 
improvement will be made by manufacturers. 
Gas Water Heating. 
About 1825 Robert Hicks took out a patent in England for 
" Heating water in baths by means of burning spirits of turpen- 
fine, or carbonetted hydrogen gas in chambers, in the bath, or 
in tubes pasing through or under them.". 
Up to about 189o there were really no convenient and econom- 
ical water heaters. Since then, the instantaneous hot-water heater 
has been developed and this has greatly augmented the use of gas 
ranges, the one being a very important adjunct to the other. 
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Gas water heating is one of the most important of the domes- 
tic uses o,f gas, and it is very desirable that water heaters be 
tested systematically and the results ef tests made public for the 
information of users. 
Gaz Room Heating. 
About the year 1833 a patem was granted to one Richard 
Barnes for heating buildings by the combustion of gas or oil, 
applying the flame either externally to tubes or chambers through 
which currents of air were passing, or else placing the flame ' 
inside the tubes or chambers. 
Peckston in his " Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of 
Gas," published in 1841, says : " Coal gas has of late years been 
applied to the heating of churches, chapels, shops, counting- 
houses, etc., and has been found to answer the pur- 
pose intended." The stove described closely resembled the cook- 
ing stove o.f 1825, except hat it was provided at the top with a 
register instead of ,the flue. 
A form of stove now very popular in England under the 
name of the"  Gas-fire" and consistiilg of lumps of incombustible 
material heated to a greater or less degree of incandescence by
gas burners so as to resemble a coal fire, was patented by Ed- 
wards, in 1849. Seven years later, Nathan Defries was granted 
a patent for a similar device, the "argillaceous material" specified 
having fastened upon it fibres of asbestos, which, upon lighting 
the gas, became incandescent. This was followed three years 
later by a patent granted to. Reece for a stove in which the 
asbestos back was the main feature. 
In spite of the limited use o,f gas fo.r fuel a company called 
"The  Gas Fire Company" was incorporated in England in 1852. 
This seems to be the forerunner of the many ill-fated attempts to 
do a purely fuel business by artificial gas. 
Room heating is now one of the common uses of illuminating 
gas. 
The Use of Gas for Industrial Purposes. 
In 18o6 Mr. Jo,siah Pemberton exhibited various forms of 
gas lights in front of his factory at Birmingham. He was the 
first to construct a gas stove, using i.t for the soldering required 
in his button factory. 
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About 184o, a Scotch manufacturer by the name of Macin- 
tosh made several tons of " cemented " steel by submitting iron 
at a dull red heat to the action of lighting gas. The carbon for 
the steel was derived from the gas. 
In 1857 a patent was granted for the heating of irons for 
laundry work by means of gas, and in I859 a soldering apparatus 
for continuous o.ldering by means of gas was described in the 
Tech.nical Press. This included the use of a blast worked by a 
foot bello,ws. 
In an advertisement of Elsner, of Berlin, in July, 1859, it 
was pointed out that there was scarcely a brand of domestic 
work, of industry, or of business for which a gas cooking or 
heating apparatus could not be recommended. Thus it is evident 
that the useo.f gas for industrial purpo.ses is not of recent origin, 
and that it has not been brought about thro.ugh a falling off in 
the use of gas for lighting, due to the increased use of electricity. 
At the Paris Exposition of 1867 there was exhibited singeing 
apparatus for use in wool works, dye works and bleaching 
works. Jewellers were also using gas. Plants for chemical 
and metallurgical purposes and laboratory ovens were also 
shown. 
About thirty years ago what seems to us a curious method of 
using gas was considerably in favor. This was its use under 
boilers for generation of steam for engines up to about two. 
horse-power. At the Royal Agricultural Societies Exhibition, 
held in 1879, several forms of such boilers were exhibited. 
In 1879 the South Shields Gas Company, an English concern, 
gave an exhibition of over 3oo appliances in which gas was to 
be used for other purposes than ligh,ting. 
To-day there are about one thousand practical applications 
of gas in the industries, and a conservative stimate places the 
propo.rtion of gas sold for fuel at one-half the total sales. 
Air under Pressure vs. Gas under Pressure in 
Indus~riM Appliances. 
The subject of air and gas under pressure is one that is re- 
ceiving considerable attention at the present ime, although the 
field has not been as extensively explored as the others that have 
been described. 
In England and on the Continent here are a number of com- 
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panies now operating to furnish gas at high: pressure for private 
establishments as well as for the public street lamps. The result 
is that in Europe there has been more .done with the gas under 
pressure than in America, while, on the other hand, America 
has probably made more use of the air blast with low-pressure 
gas. " The disadvantage of the latter for furnace heating is 
that .the efficiency depends upon the two, pressures remaining 
constant. Experience shows that under working conditions it 
is too much to expect that these will remain constant, but the 
main defect in air-blast burners up to quite recently has been 
that they were badly designed,--their mixing arrangements be- 
ing inadequate. Such gas burners as those recently designed 
which do away with secondary air and improve the mixing of 
the air and gas are a great advance on previous designs." 
" High-pressure gas should have a great field before it in the 
industrial world. It can be applied to all heating processes with 
efficiencies reaching in some cases at least 9 ° per cent. Its chief 
charm is its cleanliness and its simplicity; and in by far the 
majority of cases it compares well in cost with solid fuel." 
List of the Processes in which Industrial Appliances are Used. 
Some 0f the processes in which gas has been used in the 
industries are as follows: 
( i )  Hardening, tempering, and annealing of steel, and the 
heating of automatic heating machines. 
(2) Melting of base and precious metals. 
(3) Forging and drop forging. 
(4) Welding, brazing, soldering, and rivet heating. 
(5) Developing power and generating steam. 
(6) Boiling liquids and melting of solids. 
(7) Tire heating, and the heating of mangles and steel rolls. 
(8) Heating japanning and embroidery ovens. 
(9) Air tempering. 
(IO) 'Singeing of cloth. 
(I I ) Heating branding irons. 
(12) Firing china. 
(13) Melting barium chloride and cyanide of potassium for 
hardening steels. 
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(I4) 
(i5) 
sweeps. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
Embossing and stamping presses: 
Heating muffle-furnaces, and assay work, and reducing 
Heating oil tempering furnaces. 
Pressing irons, stoves, and machines. 
Heating searing ironl 
Matrix drying in printing. 
Roasting coffee and nuts, and popping corn. 
(21) Sterilizing and pasteurizing. 
These are a few of the many processes that might be men- 
tioned, but they are typical as showing the wide variety of 
applications of illuminating as. 
Development of the Gas Engine. 
The gas engine really dates from the year 1791 when John 
Barber patented an engine driven by gas obtained by heating 
wood, coal, oil, or other substance in a retort. After the gases 
had been cooled they passed through a pump in which they 
were mixed with air, to an " exploder." At the orifice of this 
exploder the gas was lighted, and issued, in a continuous stream 
of flame, against he vanes of a paddle wheel. This was not only 
the first gas engine but the first gas turbine, a form of machine 
not in existence to-day. 
In I794 Robert Street designed a pump driven by the explos- 
ion of turpentine vapor below the motor piston. In 18Ol Phil- 
ippe Lebon too,k out a patent for an engine to give alternate 
explosions on each side of the piston. Samuel Bro.wn, "in 1823, 
designed a motor to opera.te by atmospheric pressure in which 
he used an explosive gas flame to expel the air from the chamber. 
In 1823 L. W. Wright patented his double-acting vertical 
engine combined with a governor to. regulate the speed. In 
1838 William Barnet suggested the compression system of gas 
motor. This experimental period of gas engine research may be 
said to have lasted for seventy ears: 1791-186o. In the latter 
year, Lenoir of Paris produced the first practical gas engine to 
work rapidly and silently, with electric ignition by jump-spark. 
In the years that have followed, improvement after improve- 
ment has been made until the amount of coal gas necessary to 
develop ignition horse-power has been reduced from IOO cubic 
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feet to 14 and even 12 cubic feet per hour. Only the principal 
steps in the development can be mentioned. 
In 1861 Million.proposed compression and the use of a 
compression or combustion chamber. In 1862 Beau de Rochas 
took out a descriptive patent of the compression four-stroke 
cycle now known as the Otto. 
Otto and Langen exhibited their fre.e-piston atmospheric en- 
gine at Paris in 1867 and in 1876 Dr. Otto brought out his 
famous engine with the Beau de Rochas cycle: 
In 1878 and 1879 Mr. James RobSon, and in 1882 Mr. 
Dugald Clerk, patented two-cycle ngines, and in 1884 Atkinson 
brought out a " differential " type with the strokes of the cycle 
of different lengths. 
In 189o, when the Otto patent expired, many firms who had 
been making gas engines upon other lines brought out new 
designs, all working on the Beau de Rochas cycle. This gave a 
great impetus to the sale of gas engines. With the close of the 
century came the utiliza*tion of producer gas for power purposes ; 
the manufacture of large-sized units over 600 horse-power by 
John Cockerill Company in Belgium and by Crossley and the 
Premier engine in England; the design of the Westinghouse 
throttling overnor ; and the Sargeant engine with cut-off govern- 
ing; the rise of the natural gas engine in large units; and the 
double-acting gas engine with compression i America. 
The two great classes of gas engines to-day are ( I )  the four- 
cycle or "Ot to  " type and (2) the two-cycle or " Brayton "
type. The former, called also, the internal combustion type, wi.th 
heating at constant volume, has only one working stroke in four; 
the four strokes being: charging, compressing, firing, exhausting, 
The two-cycle type, with heating at constant pressure, usually 
has two cylinders, one a compressing pump and ,the other the 
working cylinder. 
A third type of engine which should be mentioned is the 
cycle with heating at constant temperature or Carnot cycle. 
The nearest actual approach to this cycle using Kas is the Diesel 
engine. 
I am indebted to the Chairman of the Committee on Gas 
Appliances of the American Gas Institute for most of the 
material contained in the above sketch of the history of gas 
appliances. 
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2. TIlE TEST ING OF GAS.  
Among the industries conducted by public service companies, 
none has. perhaps been for so long a time and in so great detail 
subject o legal requirements and restrictions as the gas business. 
The value of the service rendered by a gas company depends upon 
the quality, quantity, and condition of the gas delivered. Many 
elements besides the energy content of the gas go. to determine 
good or poor service. These various elements are enumerated 
more or less completely in many of the gas ordinances now in 
force. These ordinances are sometimes, therefore, very technical 
and detailed in character; in other cases, however; containing 
very meagre specifications. The method of preparing such 
ordinances, as well as the ordinances themselves, are very various. 
In some cases, old ordinances, long since out of date, so far as 
their technical specifications are concerned, are still in use; in 
other cases such ordinances have been more or less extensively 
amended: in still other cases entirely new ordinances have been 
drawn to supersede the old; in many cases no regulatory ordi- 
nances of any kind have ever been adopted. 
The process of adopting a new gas ordinance is often long 
and painful. No recognized single standard of quality, purity, 
and pressure has ever been set up. Indeed, the conditions are so 
different in different places that a single standard is imp.rac- 
ticable. It was because the standard of performance demanded 
of gas companies in different cities and states is so different, 
and because so much difference of opinion existed among engi- 
neers and experts as to what could fairly be required of a gas 
company under a given set of conditions, that the Bureau of 
Standards took up about two years ago a careful study of the 
subject of state and municipal regulations of the quality, purity, 
and pressure of the illuminating as supplied by gas companies. 
A compilation of all the state taws and city ordinances in 
force in the country was first made, and their technical require- 
ments tabulated. A detailed study was then undertaken of 
the various features of such laws, and an attempt made to formu- 
late a law that should contain reasonable standards of quality, 
purity, and pressure of ,the gas, and a reasonable set of operating 
requirements. In this study, a large number of the best informed 
gas experts in the country were consulted, either personally or 
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by letter, and many gas plants visited ,by a representative of the 
Bureau. In this work, the Bureau has been greatly assisted by 
the responsible officers and members of the technical staffs of gas' 
companies, both large and small, and by members of public service 
commissions, gas inspectors and consulting engineers. The 
Bureau has endeavored to consider all sides o,f the various ques- 
tions involved, and has, of course, received very conflicting 
opinions on some questions. It has been a source of great gratifi- 
cation to those conducting this investigation to see the fairness 
and broad-minded spirit shown generally by representatives of 
the gas companies in discussing questions which affected them so 
vitally; and I wish to express on behalf 04 the Bureau our 
sincere thanks to them and to all others who have assisted us 
so willingly and discussed with us so frankly the many important 
questions involved in the work. 
The results of this investigation have been recently published 
in one of the technical circulars of the Bureau of Standards, and 
it is our hope that it may be of great value both to city and 
state officials and to the gas industry in the preparation and revis- 
ion of rules and laws controlling the distribution and sale o.f 
illuminating as. The position of the Bureau in this matter, 
as in so many other, is advisory. It has no legal authority to 
enforce i ts conclusions, and no disposition to suggest federal 
legislation or regulation. It acts as an unbiased co-ordinating 
agency, to, fo.rmulate the consensus of opinion of those best 
qualified to express opinions, on technical questions of great 
practical importance. If the work be well done, it will carry 
great weight; otherwise, very little. 
A second investigation is in progress, and will be embodied 
in a separate publication. It will have to do with the methods 
and instruments employed in testing .gas for its. heating val~, 
its photometric value, and its chemical purity, as well as in test- 
ing meters and measuring as pressures. This will be designed 
to assist gas inspectors and engineers in determining whether the 
gas meets the specifications undm" which it is sold. A large 
amount of experimental work is being done at the Bureau, in 
testing methods and instruments, and in some cases impro.ving 
both methods and instruments, and the results of this work will 
be ready for publication, it is hoped, some time with ina year. 
This circular will be much more comprehensive than the "No,~fi- 
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cation of the Gas Referees of the City of London." The latter 
is accepted as authoritative not only in London but also else- 
'where, to. some extent even in the United States. It is hoped that 
the publications of the Bureau of Standards on gas testing may 
come to be regarded as authoritative and may prove to be of real 
value to the gas industry. To this end the Bureau is carefully 
studying the vario.us questions involved, and seeking advice and 
information from many sources. 
Candle-power Measurements. 
The cande-power o f a gas refers to. the candle-power of a 
luminous flame as the gas issues from a specified burner at the 
rate of 5 cubic feet per hour. This is measured by comparison 
with some kind of flame standard, candles being the most used 
but least reliable standard. The pentane lamp is probably the 
best flame standard in use, in spite of its serious limitations. 
Oil lamp,s may be used safely if only moderate precision is re- 
quired, provided they are frequently calibrated and used with 
care. But inasmuch as mantle lamps are so largely employed 
in lighting, and a high candle-power gas is not necessary for 
them, less importance attaches to. photometric tests for bare 
gas flames than formerly, and less stringent requirements may be 
made as to the candle-power o.f the gas so measured. It is thus 
poSsible .to obtain a given heat value and a better lighting service 
when using mantles at an appreciably smaller cost of manufac- 
ture of the gas. But although the photometric testing of gas is 
less important han formerly, the photometric testing of gas 
mantles and of other lighting appliances is more important than 
heretofore. The gas company can do, much go.od by encouraging 
the use of good appliances, and many of the larger companies 
have adopted very progressive methods in this respect. The 
public needs information as to the best use of light (both gas 
and electric) in homes, in stores and factories, in public build- 
ings and on the streets, and the lighting companies can do, much 
good in this direction. 
Tests o[ Gas Appliances [or Heating, Cooking, and 
Industrial Uses. 
An immense variety of gas appliances are used for household 
and industrial purposes, and here again the gas company can 
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do much good by encouraging the best and safest, and setting a 
high standard in the matter of connecting such appliances. The 
committees of the American Gas Institute and the National 
Commercial Gas Association on gas appliances have done excel- 
lent work in this direction, and no doubt will continue ven more 
actively than in the past. The standardizing and testing of such 
appliances and materials used in connecting them, and the careful 
determination of their efficiency and performance, are quite as 
important and practicable as the measurement of the efficiency 
of gas burners or mantles. 
Tests for Impurities. 
It is very important to have the gas free from such impurities 
as sulphur compounds and ammonia, and tests and penalties are 
usually prescribed to insure reasonable freedom from such im- 
purities. Gas companies find it to their advantage to comply 
with such requirements, the tests are easily made, and they offer 
comparatively ittle .trouble in the administration o,f the law. 
It would be desirable and to the interest of the gas companies, if
still greater freedom from these impurities could be economically 
attained. 
Gas PressureS' 
One of the most important features of good gas service is a 
nearly uniform pressure, neither too small nor too great, and 
3~et he tendency is toward higher pressures. It is also one of 
the most difficult conditions to meet, as is likewise the case in 
the distribution of electricity for lighting purposes In both 
cases, heavy mains, feeders, boosters, and storage tanks or bat- 
teries are or may be employed to aid in maintaining steady pres- 
sures. But Whereas the gas company enjoys an immense advan- 
tage over the electric company in its gas holders, it suffers a dis- 
advantage due to the clogging of service pipe's ~ and sometimes 
to differences in altitude of different l~arts of a city. "Heating 
:as well as lighting appliances reqt/ire'adjustment to suit the 
pressure, and after such adjustment has been made serious 
variations of pressure are detrimental to efficiency, and may even 
be dangerous. Hence pressure limits are set in regulatory 
,ordinances, and measuring the pressures at various parts of a 
,city is one of the duties of a gas insPector. 
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3. THE MEASUREMENT OF THE IIEATtNG VALUE OF A GAS. 
Gas is used for the production of heat, light, and power. 
For heat and power, and largely for lighting as well, its value is 
determined by the amount of energy it contains, and by its condi- 
tion as respects pressure and purity. Its energy is measured by 
burning samples of the gas in a calorimeter. For this purpose, 
several different forms 04 instruments are available. The able 
Committee on Calorimetry of the American Gas~ Institute has 
done very valuable work in testing different forms o~ calori- 
meters, and in showing how they may be used in giving reliable 
results. The Bureau of Standards has also been making a 
thorough experimental study of gas calorimeters, the results of 
which will be published in the Bulletin of the Bureau. The re- 
sults of this work will enable still higher accuracy to be attained 
in calorimetric work. 
The Gross and Net Heat. 
A gas calorimeter is an instrument foi- measuring the heat 
of combustion of. a gas. In the usual type of instrument, the 
~IG. I. 
gas to be burned and the air to support combustion are admitted 
to the calorimeter at room temperature, while the products of 
combustion are cooled substantially to room temperature before 
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escaping, these products all being gaseous except that a certain 
amount of water Vapor is 'condensed and collected as water at 
room temperature. The heat measm'ed by the calorimeter under 
these conditions is called the gross heating value of the gas. 
If  the heat of condensation at room temperature of the water 
vapor condensed and collected is subtracted from the gross heating 
value, the remainder is called the net heating value. Usually the 
gross heating value is specified in city ordinances and in rules 
of the State Commissions (where a calorimetric test is required') 
and it is commonly believed (though erroneously) that it can 
be as accurately measured as the net value. As there is some 
confusion on this point, and as the measurement o.f the heat of 
combustion of gas is a very fundamental problem, I may be 
permitted to discuss the question rather fully. In the figure, 
representing diagrammatically a calorimeter, the air current 
entering and leaving the calorimeter is indicated by arrows, 
while the water vapor content of the air is indicated by letters. 
a~mass  of water vapor admitted to the calorimeter (per 
unit quantity of gas burned) in the incoming current 
of air. 
b------mass of water vapor formed by the combustion of unit 
quantity of gas. 
c ~---mass of water vapor escaping (per unit of gas burned) 
with the products of combustion. 
d ~---mass of water vapor condensed in the calorimeter and 
collected outside. 
Let A = latent heat contained in a. 
B ~---latent heat contained in b. 
C --'- latent heat contained in c. 
D ~---heat of condensation at room temperature of d. 
The Total Heat. 
We will define the total heat T as the amount of heat meas- 
ured by the calorimeter per unit quantity of gas burned if the air 
(admitted to, the calorimeter at room temperature) is dry and if 
the water vapor formed by combustion is all condensed in the 
calorimeter, and both it and the products of combustion escape 
at room temperature. In other words, when gas is burned in 
dry air at room temperature, and the :total products of eom- 
bustion are cooled to. room temperature, and all water vapor 
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formed is condensed to. water, the total heat given up in the 
process is called the total heat. Thenl under these circumstances, 
~ 0  
C~O 
b=d 
and the heat measured by the calorimeter is the total heat T. 
This would be the value found if the measurement were made 
with a bomb calorimeter. This is a larger quantity than the 
gross heat defined above, due to the fact that usually more 
uncondensed water vapor escapes from the calorimeter than 
enters with the incoming air. I~ the products of combustion 
a h 
F IG .  2O'. 
/J 
WET 
¢ 
%" 
=~ *- Tohd. T 
aA~ c -A  $ 
Raa~ 78" 
2Evh~t  7,~ • 
l l~2d~ty ~ 
carry away water vapor of mass c and latent heat C, the heat 
measured will be T C. If the air entering contains water 
vapor of mass a and latent heat A, then the heat measured will 
be T - -C  + A. But this is defined to be the gross heating 
value, G. Hence 
G- -T - -C+A.  
The net heating vMue N is the gross minus the heat of con- 
densation D of the water deposiled per unit of gas burned, d. 
Hence 
N- -=G~D~T- -C+A~D.  
~T- - (C  + D- -A) .  
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But since a + b = c -[- d 
and /t + B~'C  + D 
C + D- - /1 - -B  
and therefore N ~ T - -  B. 
N~T- -B .  
That is, the net heating value of a gas is the total heating value 
(as defined above) minus the "latent heat of all the water vapor 
produced by combustion. Both the total heat and the net heat 
are independent of the amount of water vapor enteringthe calori- 
meter with the incoming air current or of the quantity of water 
vapor leaving with the products of combustion. That is to say, 
FIG. 2b. 
B 
fA' t c-A _- 
NET 
u~dc. Toe~l- T. 600 
ddc  . Net W. $30 
e~dc .  Gross-6= 580 
h ~£g - D" "~0 
~J~e . C-A. 20 
Room 'O0" 
Exh~uM- 95" 
Hu~v~dity. 302 
A J r .  12VoD 
they are independent of the quantity,and temperature of the air 
entering the calorimeter and of the atmospheric humidity, but 
depend only on the quality of the gas burned. The gross heat, 
on the contrary, varies with a, being a maximum when the 
atmosphere is saturated, and a minimum when it is dry. It also 
varies with c, being larger as c is smaller andlvice versa. That 
iS, the gross value varies with the atmospheric humidity and 
with the quantity and temperature of the gaseous products leav- 
ing the calorimeter. If the air enters dry and is great enough in 
quantity tO carry away all; the moisture produced by the flame, 
so Chat d = o, then the gross and net values are equal. If  the 
air enters saturated, a~---c and b ~ d, and  the total an d gross 
values are equal'. 
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Gross Heat ~lffected by Atmospheric Conditions. 
Hence we see that the total heat and the net heat depend only 
on the gas itself, and are wholly independent of the condition 
of the atmosphere and of the quantity of air passing through the 
calorimeter (if there is enough air to insure perfect combustion). 
The gross heat, however, is a variable quantity, depending on 
both these factors as well as upon 'the gas itself. If, for example, 
a certain gas has a total heat of 600 B.t.u. and a net heat of 55 ° 
B.t.u. the gross heat as measured by a calorimeter may be any- 
where from 55 ° to 600 (or may be outside these limits in extreme 
Fro. 3. 
Variat~o,,s d Gross H6afm_o Value ruth Conditwns 
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cases) according to the temperature and the atmospheric humid- 
ity at the time of the measurement and the quar~ti.ty of air passing 
through the calorimeter. 
It will be seen from the above that the net heating value is 
a truer measure o.f the quality of the gas than the gross. It is 
the gross value, however, which is used generally as a test of 
the quality of the gas. I-tenee, even if the calorimetric work-be 
correct to within one per cent. (and the net heat determined 
within one per cent.) the result may be in error by several per 
cent. if the gross value is used. Since the object of the work 
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is to test the quality of the gas, the result should, of course, be 
independent of the state of the weather. 
The effect of atmospheric moisture upon the light of a gas 
flame is even greater than its effect upon the results of a calori- 
metric measurement, but this effect is substantially eliminated in 
photometric testing if a flame standard is employed. The candle- 
power of a flame is greater in a drier atmosphere, being about 
IO per cent. greater for a pentane of Hefner lamp in a dry 
winter atmosphere than in a moist summer atmosphere. The 
gas flame changes also, probably about the same amount, so that 
a photometric measurement of a gas flame against a flame stand- 
ard does not give the real candle-power of the gas at the time, 
but does give a measure of what that candle-power would be if 
the flame were burning in an atmosphere of average humidity. 
This is as it should be, for the object of the photometric meas- 
urement is to test the quality of the gas delivered, for which the 
company is responsible. The gas company should obviously not 
be held responsible for changes in candle-power due to the atmo- 
spheric moisture. Thus, while the actual candle-power and the 
gross heating value both vary considerably with atmospheric 
humidity, the relative candle-power and the net heating value are 
both independent of atmospheric onditions, and hence may 
properly be employed in determining the light-giving and the 
heat-giving power, respectively, of the gas. 
Specification of unit Quantity of Gas. 
In the foregoing discussion, the heating value of a gas has 
been expressed as the heat produced per unit quantity of gas 
burned. This unit as commonly employed is the cubic foot of 
gas at a normal barometric pressure of 30 inches of mercury, at 
a temperature of 60 ° F., and saturated with water vapor at this 
temperature. That is to say, if the gas, is measured by a correct 
wet meter (containing water only) at 60 ° F., and normal baro- 
~netric pressure, there will be no correction to apply to the meter 
reading, Under these circumstances, the gas will contain nearly 
2 per cent. of water vapor, which is taken as normal. If, how- 
ever, the temperature is higher and the barometer is lower, a 
cubic foot of gas will have a less energy content, that is to say, 
a smaller heat value, for three reasons, viz. : ( I )  because of the 
higher temperature, (2) because of the lower pressure, both of 
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which decrease the density; and (3) bcause of the greater vapor 
pressure of water at the higher temperature, a greater percentage 
of. the volume being occupied by water vapor. Hence, the heat 
produced in the calorimeter per cubic foot registered by the 
meter will be less ; at 29 inches pressure and 9 °0 F., it will be 11. 5 
per cent. less. This correction can easily be taken from tables 
prepared for the purpose, in which usually the first and third cor- 
rections are combined in one. (One is apt to infer from the 
descriptions often given that the correction for varying vapor 
pressure is not made, because it is not mentioned explicitly. In- 
deed, some tables do not take account of this.) 
Effect of Barometric Pressure and Temperature. 
These corrections enable one to determine from the calori- 
meter measurement the true net heating value of a cubic foot of 
the gas under normal conditions of temperature and pressure, 
and this is a measure of the quality of the gas. But the company 
delivers to its customers gas measured at actual existing baro- 
metric pressures, and no correction is made to the meter readings 
for variations in barometric pressures. The fluctuations above 
and below the mean barometric pressure in any given place may 
be ignored, inasmuch as they will balance out in the long run. 
But if the mean barometric pressure is below 3 ° inches the 
customer gets a less quantity of gas on that account, for the 
density and heating value are less in the same proportion as the 
barometric pressure is less than 3 ° inches. For example, Minne- 
apolis is about 80o feet above sea level and has a mean barometric 
pressure of 29.2 inches more than 2 per cent. less than normal. 
Denver is 5,3o0 feet above sea level and has a mean barometric 
pressure of 24.7 inches, 17. 7 per cent. less than 3 ° inches. Hence 
gas that shows 600 B.t.u. as tested in Minneapolis (i.e., reduced 
to 3o inches) would give only 584 B.t.u. if reduced to the mean 
pressure at which the customer gets it. In Denver, gas that show~ 
6oo B.t.u. by calorimetric test (i.e., reduced to 3o inches) gives 
only 494 B.t.u. at the pressure at which it is delivered to the 
company's customers. In Boston. New York. Philadelphia, and 
all cities at or near sea level, the mean barometric pressure is 
practically 3o inches and the present practice is perfectly correct. 
This suggests tlae obvious fact that eit.her the heat value should 
be calculated for the mean barometric pressure at which the gas 
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is delivered to the users at any given place, or the meter readings 
should be corrected to normal barometric pressure. The latter 
would, o f  course, be very laborious in practice unless the meters 
were set so as to do this automatically. 
The same remark applies, of course, to the temperature. 
Tests are reduced to 60 ° F., and if this is the mean temperature 
of the meter, no temperature correctior~ is necessary to the meter 
readings. The mean annual outdoor temperatures of Boston, 
New York, Chicago, Denver, and Seattle differ by only a few 
degrees (averaging about 5 °0 F.) ,  so that there is probably very 
little difference in the average meter temperatures in the cities 
of the northern portions of the United States. New Orleans 
has an average temperature 20 ° higher, and hence there may be 
several per cent. less average heat value of the gas per cubic foot 
as delivered and metered to the customers in New Orleans, due 
to this .cause alone. Buffalo and Minneapolis have somewhat 
lower mean temperatures than the average, and this tends to 
offset the effect of their lower barometer. 
Two Aspects o[ a Calorimeter Test, 
We see, therefore, that a calorimetric test of gas may be 
regarded from two different points of view. According to the 
first, the test gives the heat value of the gas per cubic foot 
measured under standard conditions of temperature, pressure, 
and water vapor content. The total or net value of this heat 
depends only on the composition of the gas, and could be calcu- 
lated if we knew its chemical composition. The gross value 
as usually measured and defined depends to some extent on the 
atmospheric onditions and other circumstances of the test, and 
it is not as true a measure of the quality of the gas as the net 
heat. 
According to the second point of view, the calorimetric test 
should give the heat value of a cubic foot of the gas as nearly 
as possible as delivered to the customer, and hence the correction 
for temperature and pressure should be, not to 60 ° F. and 3 ° 
inches barometric pressure, but to mean annual meter tempera- 
ture and pressure of the city where the gas is sold. Then if a uni- 
form heat value were required, the gas would .be made of enough 
higher heating quality in a city of higher altitude or higher 
mean temperature than the average to offset the effect of smaller 
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density. This would seem perfectly &asible except possibly 
for cities at high altitudes, where the difference is large, and here 
it may be better to make the correction either in the rate of the 
meter or the heat value required. 
It may be urged that such corrections tend to complicate the 
sale and distribution of gas, and that the present methods are 
good enough in these particulars to be let alone. But I think this 
is not a correct view. What is the logic of trying to keep meters 
free from accidental errors greater than 2 per cent. and of trying 
to make calorimeter determinations correct to I or 2 per cent. 
if constant errors of 2 to 5 or even IO to 15 per cent., or more, 
due to low barometer or to a higher or lower mean temperature 
than the average, are ignored ?
To use an expensive calorimetric outfit in order to make the 
calorimetric determination accurate to a high degree is com- 
mendaMe. But to correct the resull~ to, 3 ° inches barometric 
pressure when the gas is burned in the calorimetric '(and deliv- 
ered to the customers) at an average pressure of say 29.2 inches 
as in Chicago or Minneapolis, or 24.7 inches as in Denver, is not 
in harmony with the accuracy o.f the experimental work. 
I would not, of course, suggest that in all routine calori- 
metric measurements an attempt be made always to apply all 
possible corrections; but there should be a well formulated 
official specification such that a given mass of gas of a given 
quality tested 'by different persons would be found to give the 
same heat value (within reasonable limits to cover the errors of 
measurement); and, also, a given mass of gas tested by the 
same person and the same instrument, but under varying condi- 
tions of temperature, pressure, and atmospheric humidity, should 
give the same heat value. 
Distinction between Volume and Ouantity or, Mass. 
The cost of manufacturing as is determined not by the 
volume the gas occupies after it is made, but by  the mass of the 
gas and its quality; and, similarly, the value of the gas to the 
user is determined by the mass of the gas'and its quality. A 
calorimetric determination under present methods tests the qual- 
ity, the meter measures its volume, and no account is made of 
variations in density. As already stated, the fluctuations o f  
atmospheric pressure above and below the m~n may be ign~ed; 
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but the departure of the mean fro,m the normal may be con- 
siderable, sometimes amounting to several per cent., and repre- 
senting large sums of money in a large city. 
A parallel case exists in the testing of coal for the purpose of 
calculating its value on a heat unit basis. The value of a cargo 
of a given kind of coal depends on two things: its total weight, 
and the average number o.f heat units yielded per poland of coal. 
In taking a sample for calorimetric test care is always exercised 
to get a representative sample, which is then sealed to prevent 
any change in moisture content, or other change. If the sample 
is dried before burning, the percentage of moisture is recorded, 
and the heat of combustion measured is reduced by the percentage 
of mo.isture so as to give the average heat value per pound o,f 
the coal as weighed on delivery. To dry the sample and burn it 
in a calorimeter, and report the heat value per pound o,f dry coal, 
and say nothing about the moisture content, would obviously 
. be misleading. But if the moist coal is burned in the calori- 
meter, the heat per pound of the coal as weighed is directly 
determined and no separate determination or record of the mo,is- 
ture in the coal need be made. 
To return now to the case of gas testing, it is seen that to 
measure the heat value o.f the gas per cubic foot under the 
condition in which it passes through the consumers' meters is 
what is really wanted. Of course, it is impossible to test the 
gas at each meter, hence the most that is practicable is to reduce 
the result not to  6o ° F. and 3o in.ches barometric pressure, 
but to the mean meter temperature and  mean barometric 
pressure of ttie city where the gas is distributed. Such mean 
temperature and mean pressure are not difficult to determine 
at least approximately, and it would appear not impracticable 
to carry out such a method. In o.rder to illustrate, in a concrete 
way, how the gross heating value as usually defined and measured 
varies under different conditions, the total and net heat being 
always the same fo.r the same gas, I shall give a number of 
numerical examples. In each case suppose the same mass of gas 
is taken, the composition being such that 6oo heat units for 
the total heat are given off, and 55 ° net, when one cubic foot o.f 
gas at 3 ° inches barometric pressure and 6o ° F. (saturated at 
that temperature) is burned. 
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In Fig. 2 the rectangle a b c d represents the total heat, 6oo 
B.t.u. The rectangle a b e [ represents the heat of condensation, 
B, of the whole amount of water vapo.r formed in the flame, and 
h g b [ is the part, D, represented by the water vapor condensed 
and collected. Hence e f c d is the net heat, N, andceghbd 
is the gross heat N @ D. When the room temperature is 9 °0 F., 
exhaust 95 ° , humidity 3o per cent., and air passing is 12 
volumes, the gross heat is 58o B.t.u. If room temperature is 7 o°, 
exhaust 75 °, humidity 5 ° per cent., and 8 air volumes are used, 
the gross is 595 B.t.u. 
Fig. 3 shows the values of the gross heat at various tempera- 
tures, humidities, etc. In extreme cases, possible to realize but 
not likely in ordinary practice, the gro~s may be higher than the 
total or nearly as low as the net. A variation of IO or 15 B.t.u. 
is, however, liable to occur even in the most careful wo,rk, due to 
varying atmospheric conditions. 
The "' Normal  "" Gross vs. the Net .  
The above examples how that gas of a total heating value 
o'f 600 B.t.u. and of a net heating value of 55 ° B.t.u. may have 
a gross value anywhere between 55 ° and 600 according to the 
condition of the atmosphere and the rate at which air passes 
through the calorimeter, although under usual conditions the 
variation is relatively small. It is true, of course, that a wide 
range of gross value would probably never occur in any one 
place. Nevertheless, the specifications for taking the heat value 
of a gas should be so definite that the same result (within the 
inevitable errors of observation) would be obtained on a clamp 
or dry day, in summer or winter. This will be true if the net 
value be specified, or if the gross value be specified under certain 
normal atmospheric conditions and a normal rate of flow of air. 
This would necessitate applying corrections for variations in the 
atmospheric humidity and for variation in the rate of flow of 
air, which latter is difficult to measure. Without such specifica- 
tions the variations due to the atmosphere may be much more 
than the usual errors of the instrument except under uniform 
external conditions. In much of the best calorimetric work 
published, where very close agreement in different determinations 
has been found, the atmospheric onditions have been very uni- 
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form. If work done at different imes shows different heat 
values, the difference is attributed to the difference in the gas. 
At the Bureau of Standards atmospheric differences have been 
made intentionally and the differences in the gross heat appeared 
at once. 
It is very difficult indeed to measure the quantity of air flow- 
ing through a calorimeter, and if' one varies the position of the 
calorimeter damper the rate of flow of air varies considerably.' 
It may be possible to determine approximately b 7 careful investi- 
gation the quantity of air passing through a calorimeter for a 
given rate of burning of a given gas, and so, fix a basis for 
correcting the gross heat to a normal gross. Instead of attempt- 
ing to specify the rate of flow of the air it is more usual to operate 
the calorimeter so as to obtain the highest gross value possible. 
But the maximum value will vary under different atmosph.eric 
conditions. Sprinkling the foot  of the calorimeter room to raise 
the humidity and decrease the temperature of the atmosphere will 
increase the gross heat;, raising the temperature o{ the room 
without such sprinkling will lower it. But neither operation 
would have any effect on the net value. 
If instead of correcting the variable gross value to a constant 
" normal " gross we specify the total heat as defined above, we 
must correct he measured gross by adding C - -  A. Th.at is, we 
must add the difference in the latent heat of the water vapor 
leaving the calorimeter and that entering it. This also requires 
a knowledge o.{ the atmospheric humidity and the quantity of air 
passing through the calorimeter, and hence is hot an easy correc- 
tion to apply. 
If, however, we specify the net heat of the gas, we require 
no knowledge of the atmospheric l~umidity or the quantity of a ir  
entering the calorimeter. We must, of course, have enough 
air to insure complete combustion, but an excess does little harm. 
For while an excess decreases the gro,ss ~¢alue measured, it also 
decreases by the same amount he correction D subtracted from it, 
thus leaving a constant difference, the net heat, the only quantity 
that can be readily measured una~ected by atmospheric 
conditions. 
(No argument is here made for the net heat because some 
of the gross heat of the gas is not utilized in ordinary gas 
appliances.) 
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Shall the Actual Net Heat be Substituted [or the Gross? 
If it is granted in view of the above consideration that the 
net heat is the proper quantity to specify as indicating the quality 
of the gas, the practical difficulty remains that in many ordinances 
and rules a gross value of 600 B.t.u. is now specified, and it is 
difficult to change established practice. Even if a change could 
be readily made, 60o B.t.u. sounds better than 550 and some feel 
that the latter figure does not give the gas manufacturers credit 
for all the heat they have put into the gas. This difficulty, and 
the practical difficulty of changing established rules, can be 
largely overcome by allowing the gross value of 600, or 
the corresponding total, to remain in the rules and ordinances, 
but to add by way of amendment hat for purposes of test 
550 B.t.u. net (or whatever is found to be equivalent) 
shall be cons.trued as equivalent to 600 gross. This would 
give at once a fixed standard, more satisfactory than the present 
gross or even a normal gross, and would at once remo,ce one 
of the most serious objections to the present practice of gas 
calorimetry. To correct the measured net heat to the mean 
annual meter temperature and mean annum barometric pres- 
sure of the city where the gas is distributed, instead o,f 
to 6o ° F. and 30 inches barometric pressure. (or to 
omit the correction for barometric pressure altogether), would 
be the next logical step in putting the calorimetric testing of gas 
on a more scientific and likewise a more businesslike basis. 
These two chan~es are, however, too important and too 
far reaching to expect that they could be agreed to and 
put into practice immediately. I suggest that a committee 
of .the American Gas Institute working in co-operation 
with the Bureau o.f Standards might give the matter careful 
study, and report their findings to. the Institute and the public. 
I believe that the Institute and the gas interests at large would 
favor the adoption of such changes in practice if on careful study 
they appeared to be just and practicable. To do so would be 
in harmony with the present endency to, adopt uniform standards 
of gas quality, so that I,ooo cubic feet of gas would mean the 
same thing; in actual service as nearly as possible in different 
places. No criticism is intended that such changes have not 
been adopted before. But now that instruments are more aecu- 
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rate and methods more perfect and requirements more exacting 
than ever before, we should be as careful in taking account c~f the 
varying density of the gas as we are in measuring its volume 
~nd quality. 
The Bureau of Standards has not suggested these changes in 
current practice in its recent publication, but in the next publi- • 
cation o.n testing methods these questions will arise, and in study- 
ing them we shall hope for as cordial co6peration from the gas 
interests as they have given us in the first investigation. 
The Automatic Sprinkler. ANON. (Amer. Mach., xxxvi, 16, 
642.)--Insurance Engineering considers that the automatic sprink- 
ler is the greatest single factor of conservation in the industrial 
world to-day. There are certain classes of factories that could not 
endure without the protection afforded by this device, and it should 
• be made compulsory by law to install this protection in all buildings 
of combustible or otherwise unsafe construction and arrangement 
where people congregate, whether by compulsion or of their own 
volition. 
Lubricating with Turpentine. F. J. BADGE. (Amer. Mach., 
xxxvi, 13, 497.)--lV~r. Badge finds that lubrication with turpentine 
for drilling hard steel, such as spring-tempered steel, raised the 
production at least 40 times .above that when no lubricant was used. 
An editorial note adds that a mixture half turpentine and half 
spirits of camphor is a good cutting compound. Nitric acid is used 
as a lubricant for turning tempered steel, but care should be taken 
that nitric acid does not get into the eyes. 
Formation of Hydrogen Peroxide under the Electric Dis- 
charge. A. BESSON. (Comptes Rendus, cliil, 877.)--The discharge 
chamber was cooled to several degrees below zero and the pressure 
varied from 3 ° to 76o ram. The test used for hydrogen peroxide 
was the blue color obtained with chromic anhydride, as the presence 
of ozone will also produce a blue color with potassium iodide. 
With water vapor alone no hydrogen peroxide was found. In 
oxygen and water vapor it was always found, except at extremely 
low pressure ; it was particularly strong in an excess of oxygen at 
pressures from one-half to one atmosphere. In air and water 
J vapor it was difficult to prove its formation, probably owing to the 
action of nitrogen oxides. The strongest est was found "in an 
excess of air. As the conditions of cooling, low pressure, and ex- 
cess of oxygen occur at high altitudes, it is believed that the 
appearance of hydrogen peroxide in rain is due to electrical 
phenomena in air. 
